Abstract -This paper describes a distributed, cooperative and real achieve this is to facilitate "real time automated negotiation time rental protocol for DCA operations in a multi system and of leased use rights" [3] for spectrum sharing between multi cell context for OFDMA systems. A credit token based primary and secondary cells in a distributed and real time rental protocol using auctioning is proposed in support of fashion. With respect to this, in this paper, we propose the dynamic spectrum sharing between cells. The proposed scheme can be tuned adaptively as a function of the context by specifying ngotiationtis ap d wit aratime ren poco the credit tokens usage in the radio etiquette. The application of usping dlstnbuted and dynarmlc auctioning between each the rental protocol is illustrated with an ascending bid auctioning. prima cell and seconda cells participating to DCA. In The paper also describes two approaches for BS-BS such a local multi cell environment market place, the primary communications in support of the rental protocol. Finally, it is cell acts as the resource offeror, and the secondary cells act described how the proposed mechanisms contribute to the current as the resource renters. The primary cell (blue cell in the approaches followed in the IEEE 802.16h and IEEE 802.22 middle in Figure 1 ) opens for renting its resources for a standards efforts addressing cognitive radio.
The force of distributed DCA is that it uses local information about the current available channels in each cell offering
The applicatrion of ining for resources sharing for more suitable conditions to reuse frequency as often as cognitive radios has been initially proposed in the specific possible. With this approach, the spectrum availability case of spectrum pooling [4] . This has been further knowledge can be performed on peer to peer basis between elaborated in [5 and 6] Additionally, credit tokens usage provides the means to interested, it communicates its idk to BSN.
In sequence (6), if P(1)k < pmin, (1) m, this means that BS,, has either over the backhaul (i.e. wired based), or over the air not been selected for being granted the resources he has communications between BSs. In both cases, the usage of bidded for during the first iteration n = 1. More generally local databases (located at each BS) and regional databases speaking, for n>l, if p(n-1)k < pmin, (n-1) t this means that BSk (set of local databases) can be used to store the updated has not been selected for being granted the resources he has information about resources usage by each BS or regional bided for during the (n-l)th iteration. If p(n-1)k < pmin, (n-I) m and area.
if BSk is still interested to be allocated with the additional B. Over the Backhaul resources he initially requested for, it can propose a new BS CT(n)k for the nth iteration. Then, BSk computes the new
In that case (Figure 6 ), the communications for the different p(n) = BS CT(n)k * Xk where Xk is fixed z n on TSm. If P(n)k > phases (advertisement, bidding, etc) of the cycle between the P(n-1)1 and p(n)k > pmin, (n-1) m, BS, expresses its interest to keep primary and secondary BSs are carried out by the backhaul on participating in the bidding with the new bid. In that case, with IP based communications with the usage of a it informs BSN with its new (update) value of BS_CT(')k In transaction server. The server acts as the gateway between case P(n)k = p(n-I)k or P(n)k < pmin, (n-1) m, BSk leaves the bidding primary and secondary BSs. This approach is appropriate for phase and will not be granted with the additional resources resource sharing negotiation which is not too sensitive to the he asked for.
delay (due to the latency introduced by the network).
In sequence (7), BSN 
